
Dear friends 

 

The MAANZ website subcommittee is holding a competition to replace the cur-

rent black, red and white MAANZ logo shown below. 

The competition is open to all MAANZ members. Entries will be sent to the 

subcommittee to select the best three entries.  These will then be voted on by 

the entire membership to select the winner.  The logo must  

 

 include the letters MAANZ  

 be original 

 be legible in small and large formats (it will be used on the website 

maanz.org, letter headings as well as banners and signs) 

 work well next to the existing header on the website that has the full 

name of the organisation 

 imply or show a mosaic theme 

 

Entries should be emailed to David Lacey treasurer@maanz.org 

 by 8th August 2014 in jpg format, using the subject heading “Logo Competi-

tion” and with the name of the photo in the format Sur-

name_Firstname_logo.jpg.   The three final designs will be revealed in the Au-

gust e-mag for members to vote on their favourite. The winner will receive a 

prize of $200 and must hand over copyright to MAANZ. The logo will be incor-

porated into a new website we hope to have ready by the year-end and also 

used in other MAANZ material. 

 

noula diamantopoulos 
MAANZ President 

Design a NEW MAANZ logo! 
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Kim Grant, Caitlin 
Hughes and Bev 
Plowman share 
their tips and 
tricks. 

Tips and Tricks 

Easel Ergonomics 

One of my favorite mosaicing tips is to work with an ea-

sel. This allows you to get your work up in front of you 

and gives a much better perspective on what you are 

doing. This only really works with cement-based adhe-

sives or similar as they hold the tesserae in place and 

things don¹t slide off.  Regularly turn your easel around 

to get a look at your work from a distance. 

The small desk easels pictured here are approximately 

$13 from an art shop. 

Caitlin 
 

Keeping Glue Going 

Sometimes I like to use adhesives which need a caulking gun. Those things are so an-

noying and I found that no matter what I did and what little gimmicky gadget I bought, 

the adhesive would dry really fast. This isn’t foolproof, but the best thing I found to 

keep the adhesive fresh for as long as possible is to allow a small “nub” of adhesive to 

extend past the tip and allow to dry. The next time I sit down to work I gently pull the 

dried bit of adhesive out – usually a longish dried section comes out and I am able to 

continue working with the fresh glue behind it with no problems and without chunks of 

dried adhesive getting mixed in. The trick is in making sure not to pull on the dried bit 

too hard or too quick. 

Kim 

 

Staying Put 

When placing materials, cutting tile and using 

beads etc, I always work with a felted jewellery 

mat next to me. When I cut pieces they do not roll 

off. Beads etc also stay put.  It is always easy to 

pack up and just place in a plastic container then 

pull out where I left off!  They are very cheap and 

come in packs of three from craft shops. 

Bev 
 

Andrea Turner-Boys and Sally 

Haythorntwaite using desk ea-

sels in class.  
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Material Inspiration 
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When I first began making mosaics it felt as if my hands were on fire. The flames were 

fanned by the weight of the hard materials, the sound of them breaking and the pro-

cess of putting them back together again to tell a story.   I allowed myself to be led by 

the materials; a cup, a plate, a tile, a textured piece of clay, something I found by the 

side of the road. In my hands each piece had the potential to transform. 

It came as no surprise when I started searching 

further afield, including what lay beneath the 

earth’s surface.  Whilst walking my dog I would 

prise stones from the ground, wondering if I 

could use them.  It was timely that I chanced 

upon a book called Listening to the Rocks by 

Sophie Drouin and Bill Buckingham. Within its 

pages was a wealth of knowledge about incor-

porating  minerals into mosaic art.  

This led to a trip to Canada to visit Sophie for 

three glorious days of tuition. Sophie opened my 

eyes and guided my hands. I learnt how to 

choose the right stones, to cleave them, to place 

them and to listen to them. I came home armed with the 

knowledge and skills to really begin exploring a whole new 

family of exciting mosaic materials. 

Unlike man-made materials, you cannot impose your will on 

rocks. It is like you have to ask permission, to find their 

cleavage seams and to prise them gently apart. In a mosaic 

they add depth, texture and light. Their colours are subtle, 

their surfaces soft, their presence is almost magical. Indeed, 

crystals do omit energy (ask any amateur scientist about 

making a crystal radio). In a mosaic, this energy can vibrate, 

bringing to the piece a quality that speaks differently to 

different people.  

I am still learning, still encountering minerals that I haven’t 

seen before, discovering crystals that sit well in a mosaic and 

others that don’t. Each piece is unique and that is the magic 

that continues to fan the flames.  

 

Helen Harman 
Find out more at www.artopiamosaics.com 

Helen Harman 

writes about how 

materials drive her 

passion for mosaics, 

in particular, materi-

als that lie under the 

earth’s surface.  

Blue calcite and lapis lazuli 
with gold smalti 

Including: Clear quartz, malachite, 

fluorite, chrysoprase, amazonite, green 

calcite  

Mookaite, galena, golden calcite, 

moonstone, slate, (with keys) 

http://www.artopiamosaics.com
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Studio Secrets: 
Mosaics by  
Verdiano Marzi and 
Fabienne Gambrelle 
ISBN: 1844485064   

I wouldn’t be without ... 

I have been an avid collector of mosaic 

books and publications since I attempt-

ed my first mosaic with the help of a 

magazine article 16 years ago. 

 Looking at books was how I learnt 

about mosaic techniques and history 

for the first ten years 

When I discov-

ered modern Eu-

ropean mosaics 

using traditional 

methods and ma-

terials, the books 

I found were 

often well and 

beautifully illus-

trated, but lacked 

information on 

how to go about 

using those traditional tools and mate-

rials. Even so, just studying the images 

taught me a lot and opened my eyes to 

new possibilities. 

Studio Secrets is the book I would love 

to have had during that time. It is full of 

concisely and forthrightly written tech-

nical, creative and practical advice, laid 

out extremely clearly in a step by step 

manner, with corresponding  step by 

step images.  Sprinkled liberally 

throughout the text are invaluable tips 

and tricks; the tiny things that make a 

difference to the finished piece. 

 Impressive and moving too are the 

revelations of the creative process; 

from the initial spark of imagination to  

the finished work. 

The book is a visual treat throughout. 

Wonderfully evocative pictures of 

tools, materials; a true 

working studio infused 

with Marzi’s exquisite 

work. 

I wouldn’t be without 

this book, whether for 

inspirational browsing 

or as a working manual 

that one can return to 

time and again, sure to 

learn something new.  

I am indebted  to Marzi for the time  I 

spent with him, learning enough to 

continue  teaching myself each day.  

I hope that  in recommending this book 

his experience and knowledge will 

reach a few more people to do the 

same for them.  

 

 

Rachel Bremner  
www.rachelbremner.com  
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Rachel Bremner divides her professional life between two passions; music as an 

orchestral and chamber music violinist and mosaics from her home studio in Oys-

ter Cove, Tasmania. She uses traditional Italian techniques and materials and has 

taken a number of advanced mosaic workshops  with Verdiano Marzi. 

Rachel Bremner 

http://www.rachelbremner.com
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AIMC Symposium and Tour 
My primary reason for going was to attend and give a paper at the 2014 AIMC 

(International Association of Contemporary Mosaicists) Symposium in Vienna or-

ganized by Viennese mosaic artist Edda Mally.  

Prior to arriving in Vi-

enna, Benjamin (my 

husband) and I, also 

spent a week in Lon-

don where we caught 

up with the MAANZ 

2013 keynote speaker, 

Carrie Reichardt.  Car-

rie was preparing her 

mosaic car for an exhi-

bition at the Victoria 

and Albert Museum, 

London. The exhibition 

is titled Disobedient 

Objects.  It was great to see Carrie in her home and to also visit her studio called 

The Treatment Rooms. I came home armed with a number of her tiles which will 

now adorn my house.  I had not been to London for 25 years and so much had 

changed since Thatcher’s reign. 

After London we flew to Vienna,  for the symposium which was held from the 21st 

– 25th May. Edda Mally, the symposium director, produced a fabulous hard bound 

compendium with all the papers presented and catalogue of the exhibition of 

contemporary mosaics held during the symposium. It is  useful to have this bound 

document as a memento of some of the papers presented.   

Among my favorite presentations was 

a film on master Italian mosaicist, Bru-

no Zenobio. As the official language of 

the symposium was English, it was 

welcome to see his work presented 

this way. The footage of his studio, 

home and work space produced in a 

15 minute film by Marco Chiarini was 

quite a treat. There is a YouTube link 

at the end of this article and I highly 

recommend it. 

MAANZ Vice 
President Pamela 
Irving has just 
returned from 
spending just under 
a month in Europe.  
Here she tells us 
about her travels. 

Carrie Reichardt’s mosaic car 

Edda Malley , Sabine and Klaus Shulz and Pamela 

Irving 
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Another outstanding presentation was by Arianna Gallo from Koko Mosaico, in Ravenna. 

Arianna’s presentation was on her collaboration with painter Domingo Zapata. Her 

presentation was also a film of the process. See the link at the end of the article 

Scottish mosaicist, Dougal MacInnes’ 

presentation titled Set in Stone was also 

exceptional. Dougal has trained as a ge-

ologist as well as artist. His love and un-

derstanding of stone and their natural 

characteristics are evident in his painter-

ly pieces.  

After the symposium had finished, there 

was a Vienna tour to the church de-

signed by Otto Wagner, with its re-

splendent gold mosaics, and to the last 

studio that Gustav Klimt used.  No origi-

nal works are kept there. 

One of my interests in going to Vienna was to see the works of Hundertwasser.  The Incin-

erator, Hundertwasser Museum and Hundertwasser House, all covered in his recycled 

tiles with curved lines, are wonderful.  

The Leopold Museum, not part of the tour nor symposium, was a must see in Vienna par-

ticularly if you are a fan of Klimpt or Egon Schiele’s work.  Vienna has a museum quarter 

filled with huge buildings, each a muse-

um with their own specialization. Our 

ten days there really only scratched the 

surface. 

Following the Symposium we went on 

the tour organized by Edda Mally and 

her lovely sister Inge.  Our first two 

nights were spent in the magnificent 

city of Salzburg. We visited the Hallein 

salt mine which was so far underground 

we crossed the border underground 

into Germany. We were transported un-

derground by train, very steep slides and boat. I would never have imagined visiting a salt 

mine would be interesting however it was quite beautiful. While in Salzburg we also had a 

delicious dinner while listening to opera singers singing snippets of Mozart’s Operas to us 

between courses, together with Eine Kleine Nachtmusik of course. We also visited the 

Celtic Museum and had an informative guide show us through the Celtic treasures. 

Otto Wagner Church Vienna 

Theseus and Ariadne Roman mosaic  
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The ancient mosaics of Teurnia were also a high-

light. Teurnia was a Roman city in Western 

Carinthia. In 1908 a floor to a cemetery church was 

discovered intact. This floor is divided into 12 seg-

ments. Eleven of the fragments contain Christian 

symbols and the 12th is the name of the donors, 

Ursus and Ursins. It is quite a primitive mosaic 

made from local and imported stones. As well as 

the mosaics there are other sites and a museum 

which tell the story of this ancient city from 1200 

BC to 600AD.  The following two nights were spent 

in an incredibly beautiful monastery. We also vist-

ed Klagenfort and Graz. 

Touring Vienna with twenty mosai-

cists from around the world was 

great fun and we were all very ap-

preciative of Edda Mally’s efforts. 

Following the tour, Benjamin and I 

continued our travels to Switzerland 

to visit the Art Brut Museum in Lau-

sanne. This was a lifetime ambition 

for me. All the works I know so well 

from my collection of “Outsider” Art 

books were displayed in one place.  

From there we went to Budapest 

where we spent the last week of our 

holiday.  The Hungarian folk art tradi-

tion is very rich and inspirational. It is a 

very beautiful city with Buda and Pest 

divided by the Danube. The most surprising thing for me was how strong the Ottoman 

influence is in that city.  

It was a wonderful trip. The next AIMC Congress will be held in Spilimbergo, Italy in 2016. 

Pamela Irving 
 

 
Link to film on master Italian mosaicist, Bruno Zenobio. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnH6WQFUlzw 
 
Arianna Gallo’s presentation on her collaboration with painter Domingo Zapata 
http://vimeo.com/78513533 

Tuernia mosaics Vienna,  in situ 

The streets of Graz, Vienna 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnH6WQFUlzw
http://vimeo.com/78513533
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Maery Gabriel - The Gift of Giving 
In May 2012, while working on a large commission 

and posting an image of a full box of marble I had 

hand-cut with my hammer and hardie, the post led 

me to Maery’s studio in Ellinbank, near Warragul in 

Victoria, where I was given an old stone cutter. Mae-

ry had died the year before and her sister and some 

of her students were cleaning up. The cutter, which 

had sat unused for months, was the kind of equip-

ment I had only dreamt of after having spent count-

less hours hand-cutting individual pieces of marble. 

Having been blessed with this unforeseen gift, I made 

a quiet promise to discover who this artist was and 

to enable others to explore and experience her 

works.  Exploring, I quickly found that Maery had 

won the Blake Prize in 1984 with a work titled The 

Spirit of God Hovered Brooding over the Face of the Waters. 

This work had been acquired by the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney, exhibited briefly and 

then held in their storage facility for nearly 30 years. I also learnt that Maery had been the 

only mosaic artist ever to have won this prestigious award. 

In April 2013, after liaising with Sancta Sophia College in Sydney, which Maery and her sister 

had attended in the late 1950s, I was able to organize a visit to the Powerhouse to view the 

piece. Seeing it made my heart race. It was so different from any image I had seen. The 

work is made up of five panels, each made of small and dark-coloured tesserae of glass, ce-

ramic and slate of various heights, both in matte and gloss finish. It has a mysterious, poetic 

sense that simply beckoned to me. 
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Cetta Pilati, a Mel-

bourne-based 

marble mosaic 

artist, shares her 

story that began 

with a quiet prom-

ise made after re-

ceiving an old 

stone-cutter as a 

gift from the stu-

dio of the late 

Maery Gabriel 

(Hall). The promise 

took her on a path 

she could not have 

imagined that 

changed her artis-

tic journey. 

The stone cutter 

Maery Gabriel 

with her Blake 

Prize mosaic 
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Having a piece of such cultural significance left in storage for such a long period was clearly not 

something that I could allow to continue. Talks between the Museum and Sancta Sophia College 

culminated in an arrangement for the prize-winning work to be displayed on a five-year loan to the 

College. We had to get the work out into the light where it belonged so that it could be appreciat-

ed, experienced and viewed by the public. 

I am pleased to say that The Spirit of God Hovered Brooding 

over the Face of the Waters is now on public display at Sanc-

ta Sophia, viewed as you walk in the main door. The official 

unveiling took place on 23 April 2014 and  I was honoured to 

be invited as one of the three guest speakers. 

My presentation on this occasion was about my spiritual 

connection with Maery and the path she has led me on. I 

concluded it by quoting what Maery had said at the opening 

of a small mosaic floor she and her students had laid in War-

ragul: “When we create we actually speak from our own be-

ing. We speak out into the void and we create out of our sov-

ereignty and we discover the power and the beauty that lies 

in every human spirit.”  

 

It’s amazing how our journey continues to broaden. Each time I explore a new facet of Maery, I am 

repaid with so much more. So I continue to talk about her. I want people to know what a significant 

contribution she has made to our world through her ‘new mosaic’. I also want others to know that 

sometimes the act of giving can lead the recipient along many new and exciting paths. 

 

 

 

 

Cetta Pilati 

www.cetta-pilati.com.au  

Cetta talking at the unveiling 

L-R Venetia Somerset (Maery's twin sister), Cetta 

Pilati, Dr Marie Leech (Principal SSC) and Rosemary 

Crumlin (RSN OAM 

The official unveiling 

http://www.cetta-pilati.com.au
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Featured Artist - Pat George 
 

Pat George has been a lone voice in Northland doing totally original mosaic artwork, 
using her own fired and found materials along with anything else that produces a vari-
ety of tesserae to give life to her ideas about her world and make a unique contribu-
tion to mosaic art .  Here she talks to Con Kiernan. 

CK:  You have been way up Northland and doing mosaics with very little support; bea-
vering away and doing terrific pieces of art. What got you started in art and why mosaic 
art? You blew me away when I first saw your work. What's the secret? 

PG:  We returned to our home on Waiheke Island in 1997 after living in the United 
Kingdom for nine years, where I’d worked for Marlborough Tiles and Potclays Ceramic 
and Pottery Company (Potclays Ltd) hand-painting tiles for kitchens and bathrooms.  
Through Potclays Ltd I had the opportunity to travel and teach the art of ceramic 
painting at various studios and factories within the UK including the city of Stoke-on-
Trent the heart of the British ceramic industry.  On my return to New Zealand I contin-
ued to work with ceramics and created Foxhanger Studio where I fired my own work 
and started teaching. I love discovering and learning the various techniques and art 
forms within the ceramic and pottery industry and have studied several firing techniques 
and painting styles over the years which gradually led me to mosaics.  

I first worked with mosaics in the early 80s when my daughter and I helped with a com-
munity project for the Waiheke Island Kindy run by artist Valeska Campion. This sparked 
an interest in mosaics that I would not return to until years later when returning to the 
island, but once I started I couldn't stop.  I was hooked and Waiheke Island was full of 
natural materials to use in my creations.  In 2002 we moved to Matakohe on the edge of 
the Kaipara where I set up Foxhanger Studio within our beautiful northland property 
Moewaka Villa and mosaics became my life.  I’ve since exhibited in several local shows 
and my work can be found at The Helena Bay Gallery. 

CK:  As a New Zealander, how much do you think a sense of place informs your work? 

PG: Working from my home studio set on five acres over looking the Kaipara Harbour 
and the Kauri Museum, has had a big influence on my work along with the deep history 
of the surrounding area.  The local beaches supply me with a great source of energy, 
inspiration and materials to work with. I find inspiration all around me and infuse New 
Zealand’s natural beauty within my work where ever I can. 

Con Kiernan was 

our featured 

artist in April.  In 

this article, he 

chats to Pat 

George 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Bach 

60 x 60 cm 

Wood, model 
tyre,flax, china, 
mirror for win-

dows, kina 
shells, drift 
wood, sand, 
crushed shells 
coral, tiles. 

Ruru 

60 x 40 cm 

Hand sculptured 
clay,,clear & crystal 
glazed,ceramic tiles, 
drift wood branch, li-
chen, centipede, wood, 
tempered glass over 
hand-painted tile. 
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CK: You have been discovering your Maori heritage. How is this influencing 
you, and your art? 

PG:  In 2010 I was invited to exhibit in the Ngapuhi Festival Exhibition, 
which I created six pieces of work that showed my personal journey in re-
discovering my Maori heritage. Three of my pieces at the exhibition sold 
giving me such a buzz, as this was my first time within the Maori Art world. 
The Ngapuhi Festival Exhibition featured some amazing Maori artists it was 
an honor to be among them.  I am Ngati Manu, which is a northern sub-tribe 
of the Ngapuhi, I have since gone on to study traditional Maori designs and 
incorporate them into my mosaics.    

 CK: One of the things that I envy with your work is that you can use materi-

als you yourself create; e.g. pottery. How has this helped you? Are you going 
to keep doing this? 

PG: My ceramic background has influenced me to stretch the boundaries 
within mosaics. I love the sculptured look it can give along with a 3D effect 
to the art. By using different types of clays and glazes I can create wonderful 
textures and colours. I will always continue to play with combining different 
styles, textures and mediums together. 

CK:- Describe the most important/strange/ astonishing experience in your 
mosaic journey so far? 

PG: The strangest experience I have had is when I asked my daughter to model for a panel I was 
creating. I incorporated her face’s profile into a mosaic panel titled Ngati Manu Forest Maiden.  After 
I had shaped and painted it I had the strangest feeling as I put it into the kiln, it took me several days 
before I could fire it as it felt like I was firing her soul. Once finished I just loved it, I was even reluc-
tant to sell it but the Helena Bay Gallery talked me into it and the panel sold within a month. 

The most astonishing experience is that my husband Steve has now taken up mosaics. His first piece 
went to the Helena Bay Gallery on a Friday afternoon and was sold on the Saturday morning before 
they had time to hang it up. Now he is hooked, which is great as we bounce ideas off each other and 
enjoy creating projects together. 

Con Kiernan and Pat George 

Pat can be contacted at Foxhanger Studio, P.O. Box 100, Paparoa, Northland, New Zealand 
Ph: 09 431 6351, Mob: 021 227 3095 

 

Snapper.  Who’s been at 
my pipi bed? 
60 x 40 cm 
Stained glass,mirror, 
millefiori,beach peb-
bles,coral, shells,kelp. 

Ngati-Manu-Forest Maiden 
60 x 60 cm 
Vitreous tiles, ceramic tile, 
hand fused glass & glass 
nuggets, glass tiles, Hand 
sculptured leaves LED lights, 
hand painted ceramic tile, 
tempered glass.   
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The Great Steps of Warburton 
Together with local artists Sioux Dollman and Aileen Wright, I had been following the San 

Francisco community steps on Facebook.  This inspired us to create something similar for 

the ugly steps leading to the remarkable Water Wheel Information Centre and Gallery in 

the centre of the picturesque township of Warburton in the Yarra Ranges.  

I introduced the other artists to the Facebook page Mosaic Intervention in Chile, to show-

case the possibilities of using ceramic tiles for the project.  I then instructed the two other 

artists in the correct methods of shaping ceramic tiles with tile cutters, nippers and scribers.  

Collectively, we attended a brainstorm-

ing session and unanimously agreed on 

a theme reflecting the Yarra River with 

its varied flora and fauna as the mural 

which would adorn the Great Steps of 

Warburton.  

A (Yarra Ranges) Arts and Heritage 

grant proposal was submitted by The 

Upper Yarra Artisans who auspiced the 

Project on our behalf.  Once the theme 

had been selected and a rough picto-

graph drawn, many months were spent 

planning, sourcing materials and tiles, 

finding quotes and seeking council approval. As the steps were located on council property 

it was essential to engage them in the draft, drawing and grant processes. 

Once approval was granted and the first of the grants was banked, the new local communi-

ty space was used as a pop-up studio.  During May there were 80 hours of workshops in-

volving the local high school students, art groups, community groups, Yarra Council staff, 

Bendigo Bank staff, and local residents.  Everyone came together in the spirit of community 

cooperation, to play and learn painting with tiles.  

We used Marmox (lightweight foam 

core) board as a substrate on which the 

tiles were to be glued and grouted for 

the 26 steps measuring 500cm x 12cm.  

Many more hours were sent preparing 

for the workshops and photographing 

each panel to ensure they fitted togeth-

er.  Discussing the best way to set up 

and run the workshops was very im-

portant so everyone felt included. 

Roughly half of the tiles used were do-

nated. The community responded to a 
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Sandy Peeters 

moved to the 

Yarra Ranges in 

2012 where she 

quickly became 

part of the local 

art community, 

participating in 

the Open Studio 

program, 

providing tuition 

in mosaics, and 

becoming a 

founding mem-

ber in a major 

community art 

installation for 

Warburton.  

Initial drawing submission for steps 

Measuring the steps 
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call for tiles and materials by donating many tiles. The 

artists also donated many tiles from their stashes 

which had  been collected over the years. 

During the community day workshops held during the 

harmony festival, children and their parents made 

small mosaic pieces; birds, insects etc.  Aileen wrote a 

poem to be incorporated into the mural. Each word 

was handmade in clay by a local ceramic group.  Decals 

of the major sponsors logos were fired onto tiles and 

attached at the street level panels.   

 

 

Stage one of fixing the mural to the numbered panels 

finished on schedule.   Installation of the finished pan-

els has yet to be announced pending Council acquisi-

tions relating to the project.  The pop-up studio was 

dismantled and cleaned just moments before the next 

group, was ready to come into the community space!  

 

 

With a day to spare we began a new 120cm x 100cm mosaic 

sign of the logo for the community space. Using the  left over 

tiles, we began while we still had energy and helpers! 

Sandy Peeters 

Follow our progress on  
https://www.facebook.com/thegreatstepsofwarburton 
http://upperyarra.net.au/great-steps-history-making-in-warburton 
 
 

Local artists working on the last 20 panels 

Ferns and birds 

Steps 16b-21b with words 

Row D of steps 

https://www.facebook.com/thegreatstepsofwarburton
http://upperyarra.net.au/great-steps-history-making-in-warburton
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Expert Ease - Tempered Glass 
Tempered Glass  (TG) is safety glass that can be broken and used in mosaics. You can use 

old shower screens, car windows (not the windscreen which is laminated) and glass 

chopping boards or table tops. 

To break a piece, clean it thoroughly on both sides, then wrap it in heavy duty plastic 

and a towel. Use a hammer on the edges to break it. It needs more force if you try to 

break it in the middle. Wait till the crackling noise stops and then transfer your pieces 

into flat containers. Try to keep the pieces as big as possible as they break easily and be 

aware of tiny slivers which will hurt a lot! 

TG comes in different thickness. I prefer to work with 6mm as it is better to handle. 

4mm TG breaks up into small pieces too easily.  To glue the TG you need glue which 

dries clear. I use Prep Multihesive, which is Australian, or MAC glue. Some glue can react 

with the paint.  

Starting Your Piece 

Pre-paint your MDF board with MDF Primer which seals and primes MDF surfaces ready 

for painting.  Bare MDF is porous and it would take 3-4 coats of paint for a good finish. 

Paint the board with your desired background colour(s) and design, and then allow it to 

dry. Use a good quality acrylic paint for this and remember that TG will diffuse the col-

ours, so if you want bright colours in the finished product, you will have to paint with 

even brighter versions of the colours. 

Decorate your board 

With a paint brush apply glue on the board and start ap-

plying your decorative paper  glitter,  photo, beads, mille-

fiori and gems.  Glitter is best to apply last.  Allow to dry. 

Everything needs to be flat and you need to have even 

coverage of the glitter rather than lumps as this stops the 

TG sitting flat on the board.  If you include mirror, glass, 

smalti or ball chain glue them on first.  Figs 1 and 2. 

 

 

This issue, Inge 

Gardner shows 

us how to work  

with tempered 

glass 

 

 

You will need: 

Tempered glass 

MDF Substrate 

Clear drying glue 

Decorative items 

for substrate 

 

Fig 1 

Fig 2 
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Try to work out how you want to lay your tempered glass. 

For example if you do a flower, find some pieces similar 

shape like the pedals and position them over them. If you do 

a sky lay the pieces horizontally.  Be aware of the edges. 

Work like you would do a jigsaw- puzzle. Find straight pieces 

for the corners and the edges. Try to be neat around the edg-

es so you don’t have to fill them with small bits which could 

dislodge easily during grouting. 

Using a paint brush, paint the glue on the back of the TG and 

press it down on the board ensuring that all fragments are 

making contact with the board and no air bubbles are 

trapped underneath  This mostly happens with bigger pieces.  

If you don’t cover all the TG with glue it will come off easily 

or grout will leak under it.   

If you use too much glue it will take a long time to dry. Try to keep your hands clean and 

keep a rag and a skewer handy. Try not to leave big gaps except if you want the grout to 

be a feature of your piece.  Use bigger pieces first and at the end do the fill in with tiny 

pieces. It is best to hold your piece up in different angles to find the gaps. Sometimes they 

are very hard to see. Let it dry and then hold it upside down to see if everything is glued 

on.  Allow to dry thoroughly. The glue should be transparent which can take up to 48 

hours or longer.   Fig 3 

Grouting  

When you grout your piece, instead of using just 

water, I always add Bondcrete in the ratio 1 part 

bondcrete : 4 parts water.  Bondcrete is a great 

additive as it is a sealing and bonding agent.  It 

protects the grout from cracking and colour 

from fading.  Just use a damp cloth to clean and 

not a lot of water.  When dry clean off excess 

glue and buff up until shiny.  Fig 4 

 

Please note: This technique is suitable for in-

door display only as in direct sunlight the paint 

and decorative paper may fade over time. 

 

 

Inge Gardner 

 

Fig 3 

Fig 4 
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NSW Open Exhibition – Surface Play 
The NSW Open Exhibition is fast approaching in October and will be 

held at GAFFA Gallery in Clarence Street, Sydney. This year we are en-

couraging exhibitors to engage with smalti  which is one of the oldest 

and most beautiful mosaic mediums. Entered works should have a 25% component of smalti to 

be eligible for judging. Three of our smalti suppliers; Smalti Australia, Mosaico, and Mosaic 

Magic have kindly agreed to sponsor the event in the way of prize money. Mosaic Magic will be 

having an open day in July where you can obtain a 10% discount on the day. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where: Gaffa Gallery – 281 Clarence St Sydney  www.gaffa.com.au 

When:  16th October – 27th October 2014 

 

The information sheet and entry form can now be downloaded from the MAANZ NSW Page 

here.  For all questions regarding the exhibition please contact our exhibition coordinator Inge 

Gardner at inge_gardner@hotmail.com 

 

Caitlin 

Hello Koalas 
NSW member Francessca O’Donnell tells us about here participation in this exciting project. 

 

The Hello Koalas Public Sculpture Project is an exciting cultural signature event, for the Port 

Macquarie Hastings Region, Northern NSW. Envisaged by Margret Meagher, Executive Director 

of Arts and Health Australia, the idea was to create a Koala Sculpture Trail of 50 uniquely de-

signed and painted koalas sponsored by local businesses and organisations, that will link the 

region's high profile connection to koala habitation and conservation with regional tourism. 

 

The project was open to artists Australia wide to create a  ‘fun, innovative’ design inspired by 

the Port Macquarie Hastings Region. The 3D 100% Australian-made fibreglass Koalas sculptures 

are a metre high, approximately 57cm wide and 87cm long and will be installed across the re-

gion mounted on cement plinths to create the Official Hello Koalas Sculpture Trail. 
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NSW - Caitlin Hughes 

http://www.gaffa.com.au
http://maanz.org/maanz/index.php?main_page=page&id=1&chapter=0
mailto:inge_gardner@hotmail.com?subject=Surface%20Play
http://www.mosaicmagic.net.au/
smaltiaustralia.com
mosaico.com.au
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My over 25 years experience in performing arts coupled 

with my mosaic addiction, gave me the perfect inspiration 

for my designs .  These recognise the talents of the many 

young people who have left the region and pursued out-

standing careers in the performing arts, both nationally 

and internationally.  My vision was to create a fun, colour-

ful mosaic koala that would inspire delight and wonder. 

The two designs include quirky performing arts icons of 

dance, drama and music and a bandaged leg in recognition 

of the wonderful work done by our Koala hospital. 

 

Happily both designs were selected and so began the first 

of two Koalas. Transferring the design from my A4 original 

to the larger 3D sculpture took longer than expected as the 

curves affected the shapes and design. I used glass mosaic 

tiles for the brilliant colours and lustre and have found 

from previous projects that Selley’s Fixall, is an excellent 

adhesive for fibreglass as it is premixed, low odour, grips 

firmly and there is little wastage. 

 

 

The first koala Kalido, was completed over six weeks, but 

I am hoping the lessons learnt from this will ensure the 

second design will be faster to complete with help from 

my partner Vick Compton. This project has not only been 

a pleasure to work on, but it has also provided much 

publicity and focus on our mosaic business Out there 

Design and Mosaic, which will continue through to the 

official launch in September and throughout the Hello 

Koalas Sculpture Trail's 15 month installation. 

 

I am delighted to also be creating a painted Koala for 

Sales Resort by Rydges Port Macquarie, who would like a 

retro swimsuit theme ……..this will be a fun and de-

lightful way to finish this project.  The trail will be offi-

cially be launched on 8 September 2014.  More infor-

mation at www.hellokoalas.com 

 

Francessca O’Donnell 

Francessca O'Donnell and Vick Comp-

ton with their mosaic Kalido 

Kalido photos by Lindsay Moller  

Kalido from behind 

http://www.hellokoalas.com
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Queensland Branch Exhibition 
The months seem to be flying by which means our Queensland branch 

exhibition is not that far away.  With entries closing in mid-August, we 

hope your creative juices are flowing.  All MAANZ members are wel-

come to apply and here’s a reminder of the exhibition details. 

 

When: Wednesday, 10th September to Sunday 21st September 

Where:  Percolator Gallery, 134 Latrobe Terrace, Paddington, Brisbane 

Opening night: Friday, 12th September  6 to 8pm. 

Entries Close: Friday 15th August 

 

This is an open exhibition with no theme. You will find all the details on the Information 

Sheet, Entry Form and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ’s) documents on the Qld Branch 

events page on the MAANZ website, here.  

Important details to remember: 
 Only artworks completed since September 2012 will be accepted; 

 Entries must not have been exhibited in any other MAANZ state or national exhibition; 

 All entries submitted must be the ORIGINAL WORK AND DESIGN of the artist. 

 

Barbara 

Glass Embellishment and Tempered Glass Workshop  
On Sunday 4th May 2014, Sunshine Coast glass artisan and 

MAANZ member, Glenys Fentiman opened her beautiful home 

and workshop to willing participants to learn the skill of break-

ing and working with tempered glass (TG).  The workshop was 

well attended and appreciated, as Glenys once again shared 

her wealth of knowledge and talents with the group.   

Glenys, helped by Barbara Humphreys,  worked hard behind 

the scenes to create many samples for us to feast our eyes up-

on and inspire our own creativity.  It was a comprehensive and 

detailed workshop, where we learned not only the correct way 

to break tempered glass but how to keep it together – that in 

itself is an acquired skill!  

By adding gold leaf, paint, glitter, fabric - just to name a few - 

underneath the glass, we were introduced to a unique tech-
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QLD - Barbara Humphreys 

Working with TG 

http://maanz.org/maanz/index.php?main_page=page&id=4&chapter=0
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nique which afforded us the opportunity not only to increase our extensive colour palette but 

to add to the already unlimited range of tesserae, that we as mosaicists are privileged to have 

available to us. 

Throughout the day we worked on our own 

sample pieces and tried to incorporate as many 

of the newly learned techniques as we possibly 

could.  We also discussed the advantages and 

disadvantages of grouting tempered glass. 

 I encourage everyone to discover the many ad-

vantages of incorporating tempered glass into 

their own artworks, which is exactly what I did 

when I went home. 

 

Keep creating – it keeps us sane. 

 

Kym Braithwaite 
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Finished project 

Work in progress 
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South Australia’s First Exhibition For 2014…… The Red Rock 

Challenge  

This red rock exhibition all started with an Xmas 2013 impulsive idea that if everyone had the 

same red rock , how would they use it?   Why red? It was Xmas and it was all Ella had in her 

studio! 

 

A few months later we had 32 entries,  both  2D and 3D from all over the state and including 

an entry each from NSW and Victoria.    Our opening was officiated by our own award win-

ning artist  Helen Burgemeister  by way of ceremoniously smashing a red rock. 

 

The exhibition was held at the historic Jackalope Studio Gallery in Port Adelaide 

and ran from 25th May – 8th June.  It was a fantastic and diverse display of 

individual interpretations of a single red rock.   

 

Visitors to the gallery, both local and interstate voted for the people’s 

choice award which was won by the talented Jenni Weekly, an emerging 

South Australian artist.   

 

Ella 
(standing in for Luna) 
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SA - Luna Parrish 

The Gift—Jenni Weekly 

 

ONE RED ROCK 

 

ONE MOSAIC ARTIST 

 

ONE RED ROCK EACH 

 

ONE MANTRA 

- FOCUS ON THE ROCK  
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Modbury Hospital Mosaic Tables Project 

 

Modbury Hospital is a public teaching hospital servicing Adelaide’s north-eastern suburbs. 

In 2012 the Modbury Hospital Foundation decided that the kiosk badly needed a makeover. 

Part of the plan was that the outdoor courtyard used by staff, patients and visitors was to 

be renovated. Funds were put aside for new art, plants and painting.  However there was 

no money to upgrade the now off white, badly scratched plastic tables in the area. 

Julie Aldridge, a well-known South Australian mosaic artist and MAANZ-SA Committee 

member, decided that she wanted to give something back 

to the place where she had worked for several years, 

where all her children had been born and where her moth-

er had received great care while she was dying.  

 

Julie initiated and coordinated a four-month community 

project to refurbish the seven tables in the courtyard. She 

advertised for volunteers and got 12 staff, community 

members and her own students involved. Julie approached 

Ceramic World in a nearby suburb and they generously 

supplied tiles, adhesives and grout free of charge. She also 

did the basic designs on each of the tabletops. 

 

Julie ran eight workshops over the four months 

where people came to her home to work on the 

tables in her studio and on her patio. One volun-

teer actually took a table home to work on.   Late 

April 2012 the project was finished.  

 

 

 

 

 

Feedback was extremely positive; the courtyard was now a 

place people enjoyed using.  Julie said she’d been on a big 

learning curve and had learnt a lot about coordinating com-

munity projects through this process.  For more information 

on the project, see the Modbury Hospital Mosaic Tables Pro-

ject on Facebook. 

 

 

Jenny Allport 

Courtyard before renovation 

Working on the tables 

After refurbishment 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Modbury-Hospital-Mosaic-Tables-Project/305178642866840
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Modbury-Hospital-Mosaic-Tables-Project/305178642866840
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Winter In Tasmania 
A few of the Tasmanian MAANZ members got together on a cold 

night last week to chat about what we are all doing and there is 

some exciting news in the next few months.  We also had a chat 

about works in progress that never seems to end and now that a 

problem has been shared, I will aim to get it done!! 

 

So now to some more formal news.  Kaye Gilhooly is about to head overseas, one of several 

amongst the MAANZ members.  She is having a tour of some of the great mosaic sites in Eu-

rope and is willing to share her travel shots from the Tarot Garden, Canary Wharf and other 

sites when she returns.   

Wendy updated us on the next phase of Benchmarking Birchs Bay.  The 

Sculpture trail in its tenth year next year is now going to be part of a 

new not for profit organisation known as Art Farm Birchs Bay.  They are 

doing some fundraising through the Pozible crowdfunding site, so if you 

are interested go and have a look at the plans for the Art Farm.  On the 

site are details of what they are fundraising for and the contribution 

that Arts Tasmania will make if they reach their target.  The trail has 

always had mosaics featured, so it is a great project to support to raise 

awareness of mosaics in the community. 

Other news from other members include a new studio workshop being 

planned and more travel to Europe by some members.   

 

As we headed home, they were testing the new art installation for Dark MoFo, Hobart's great 

winter arts festival.  Last year we had the single large beam of light heading into the winter's 

sky, but this year it is exciting to see the massive searchlights intersecting over the water-

front.  Lots of fun activities on here down in Hobart for the festival.  For our mainland visi-

tors, it is worth planning a trip for next winter! 

Mosaics in Dodges Ferry 
Kerry Howlett and Kathy Hall have been busy down at Dodges Ferry with some more great 

community mosaics.  I hope to catch up with them soon and maybe we can get them along 

to an upcoming meeting to talk about their work in the Dodges area.   

 

Bits N Pieces Exhibition 
Donna is having an exhibition for her students and others who may be interested at the 

Homestead Pub in Elizabeth Street in October.  More details to come. Enquiries and ques-

tions to donna.ritchie.tasmania@gmail.com 

Sue 
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TAS  -  Sue Leitch 

Musings over a good 

bottle of Tasmanian 

Pinot and pizza! 

http://www.pozible.com/project/182335
mailto:donna.ritchie.tasmania@gmail.com?subject=Bits%20N%20Pieces
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Workshops 
We’ve had a workshop making blue pots for the 

Mosaic Garden fundraiser with Sandy Peeters 

who has also been busy working on the Great 

Warburton Steps project. 

We are having a workshop this month with Kim Grant coming down 

from Canberra to show us how to create print on tiles. This should be 

fun and a useful skill to have. You never know when you want to in-

clude a message in your work or just create a present for someone. 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations Pamela 
Congratulations to Pamela Irving who is featured in an article Mosaique 

magazine.  Out soon! 

It’s lovely when we hear of members getting wonderful commissions 

and creating amazing works and it’s fantastic to see mosaic valued as a 

great art medium. 

 

Mixed Intentions 

 Our Mixed Intentions exhibition has finished with eight pieces being sold which is great! 

Bev 
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 VIC - Bev Plowman 

Printing on tile 

Viewing the work at Mixed Intentions 
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 Ducks for Depression 

It was a great day on Sunday 1 June when around 100 people gathered at 

Houghton’s Winery Gallery in the Swan Valley for a charity auction of deco-

rated ducks. The auction (the idea of MAANZ WA member Philomena Mas-

ters) featured more than 120 creatively decorated ducks and the line-up of participating artists in-

cluded nine MAANZ WA members 

 A total of $6500 was raised from the auction 

for the Claassen Institute of Psychiatry for Med-

ical Students from the University of Western 

Australia.  Congratulations to Philomena and 

MAANZ WA members for getting behind this 

great cause.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Events 
Our June event, Using Tempered Glass (TG) in Mosaics was fully booked. Thanks for your support. 

 July Event 

The details of our next event are still being finalised.  Information to follow. 

 Dorothy 

SAMA 2014 – Houston Texas 
I recently attended the 13th Annual SAMA (Society of Ameri-

can Mosaic Artists) summit which was held in Houston Texas. 

This was my second SAMA so I was no longer a ‘Newby’. To-

gether with fellow Australians Marian Shapiro and Helen Bod-

ycomb who were both presenting workshops and around 320 

other members we participated in workshops, presentations, 

exhibitions, social events, a mosaic marathon and mosaic 

tours. 

There were 26 workshops to choose  from and after much 

deliberation I opted for Realism in Stained Glass Mosaics’ 

with Carol Shelkin and Working in the Venetian Technique 

with Maestro Giulio Menossi. Both great choices. 
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WA -  Dorothy Burke 

Philomena with some of the ducks 

Sonia King  
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 There were also a number of interesting presentations in-

cluding one from Sonia King where she talked about her 

work and an Evening with the Pros – a series of business and 

professional discussions lead by some of our great profes-

sionals. 

The juried exhibition - Mosaic Arts International was very 

impressive with 48 amazing works on display. The winning 

artist was Atsuko Laskaris for her wonderful Water Lily. In 

addition to the international exhibition we were treated to 

the Masters Invitational Exhibit featuring the works of three 

contemporary fine art mosaicists – Giulio Menossi, Emma 

Biggs and Sonia King. On the Saturday morning we had the 

opportunity to revisit the gallery and hear them talk about 

their work - a rare treat indeed. 

 

 

The Welcome Mixer in conjunction with the Small Piece Salon and Silent Auction was held on the even-

ing of the second day. This is an opportunity for attendees to exhibit and sell their works and is a great 

social occasion. After a day of workshops we were all eager to see the works and enjoy the fun of bid-

ding for pieces over a drink. In some cases the bidding was very fierce, much to the amusement of the 

artists. There were 77 works in the Salon and 60 were sold resulting in over $13,000 in sales back to the 

artists. A great result.  

We had three days to visit the Vendors’ Marketplace in the basement of the Hyatt and see and buy 

from the vast array of goodies available. Sometimes it is hard to exercise restraint – and this was one of 

them! Saturday evening saw the fundraising dinner and auction. The event is a major source of funds 

for SAMA’s General Operating Fund and included the auction of many great donated items amongst 

them a workshop in Udine Italy with Giulio Menossi.  After the auction we hit the dance floor for the 

closing party and boy did we have a ball. 

The Mosaic Marathon was a very ambitious project with 

three large panels being completed over four days. During 

downtime or when attendees felt the urge to have some 

hands on mosaic time the Mosaic Marathon was the place 

to be. Even so, work on the panels went down to the wire 

and needed a special effort to complete them ahead of 

their installation on the Sunday morning. The chosen site 

for this years’ project was Smithers Park , a folk art environ-

ment and all-mosaic park in the making set on a half acre 

block. It is a major community project with a 122 metre curved wall with many sculptural mosaics. The 

mosaic marathon panels were ceremonially installed in their niches in the Memory Wall during a Texas 

style bbq in the park. It was a great way to end another fantastic Summit. 

Next years’ SAMA Summit will be held in Philadelphia, March 11 – 14, 2015. 

Dorothy Burke 

Me next to the installed mosaic marathon 

Mosaic Marathon at Smithers park 
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Contributions Welcome 

We welcome contributions to this e-mag.  If you would like to write a book review, contribute to tips and tricks etc or 
have a project of interest to MAANZ members, please contact me at mshapiro@dariandesign.com.au 

 

The EMag goes out every two  months.  MAANZ but reserves the right to edit for style, clarity, space or other reasons.   

Advertisementss 

Advertise with us 

1/8 PAGE -  $25 

1/4 PAGE -  $40 

1/2 PAGE - $75 

Full page—$130 

 
For more information contact the newsletter edi-

tor mshapiro@dariandesign.com.au 

mailto:mshapiro@dariandesign.com.au
mailto:mshapiro@dariandesign.com.au


  

Our mailing address is: 

Mosaic Association of Australia & NZ 
747 Darling Street Rozelle 
Sydney, New South Wales 2039, Australia 

 

Contact Us 
President: 

president@maanz.org 

 

Newsletter Editor: 

mshapiro@dariandesign.com.au 

 

Visit us on the web at www.maanz.org  
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The MAANZ Team 

Executive Committee 
President & Public Officer: Noula Diamantopoulos 
Vice President: Pamela Irving 
Treasurer: David Lacey 
Secretary: Jean Smullen 
 
Branch Reps 
New South Wales: Caitlin Hughes 
Victoria: Bev Plowman 
Queensland: Barbara Humphreys 
South Australia: Luna Parrish 
Western Australia: Dorothy Burke 
Tasmania: Sue Leitch 
New Zealand: Christine MacKenzie 

Committee Appointees 
2015 Symposium Co-ordinator: Maria Kokkoris 
Members Database Administrator: Laima Gascoigne 
National Education Officer: Liz Fitzpatrick 
Newsletter Editor: Marian Shapiro 
30:30 Exhibitions Co-ordinator: Position Vacant 
Community Works Officer: Position Vacant 
  
Committee Members 
David Humphreys 
Cetta Pilati 
Kathryn Portelli 
 

Welcome to New Members 
Birgit Heinemann NSW 
Emma Price   NSW 
Vino Martyn  NSW 
Karen Munce  NSW 
Chris Pekowski   NSW 
Frances Pagdin  NT 
Kevin McMahon QLD 
Sue Starcevich  WA  

http://maanz.org/

